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Exploring the phase diagram
of strongly-interacting matter

u  At high energy density ε àphase 
transition to the QGP 
Ø  Colour confinement removed 
Ø  Chiral symmetry approx. restored  

u  Lattice QCD (so far limited to small densities): 
Ø  εc ~ 1 GeV/fm3  
Ø  Transition is a crossover at low µB 

u  Field theo. approaches (at high densities):  
Ø  Existence of QCD critical point 
Ø  1st order phase transition at high µB  
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High-energy heavy-ion collisions: 
à  Unique opportunity to verify the basic predictions of QCD and 

characterize it as a many-body theory in the non-perturbative regime 

[~ Density of baryons – anti-baryons] 



Current status:
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High Energy collisions (RHIC,LHC): 
u  Quantify properties of QGP fluid 
u  How is collectivity developed? can it be 

developed also in “small systems” (pA)? 
Low Energy collisions (RHIC,SPS,FAIR): 
u  Onset of deconfinement 
u  Search for the critical point 

u  Experiment à move from observation to precision; exploit detector 
technology development; systematic scan of the phase diagram 

u  Theory à comparison of first-principle calculations (e.g. lattice QCD) with 
data; for example, for QGP transport parameters and viscosity 

Future directions:

The QGP as seen at RHIC/LHC: 
u  Energy density > 10 GeV/fm3 

u  Colour charge deconfined 
u  Strong energy loss for hard partons 

u  Expands hydro-dynamically like a 
very-low viscosity liquid 

u  Hadronizes as in thermal equilibrium 
High 

Energy 
Low 

Energy 



Future landscape of HI facilities
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From A. Dainese et al., arXiv:1602.04120



Outline

u  Timeline of future HI running 

u  HI physics programme beyond Run-2 

u  Besides Pb-Pb: pA, pp reference, light ions 

u  Experiment upgrades and strategies 

u  Selected performance studies 

u  Summary 
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Timeline of HI running at the LHC

u  Run 2: 
Ø  Pb-Pb: few/nb (0.7/nb in 2015), at √sNN = 5 TeV 
Ø  p-Pb at 5 and 8 TeV (increased luminosity) 
Ø  pp reference at Pb-Pb energy (5 TeV) 

u  LS2:  
Ø  LHC injector upgrades; bunch spacing reduced to 50 ns (possibly 25); Pb-Pb 

interaction rate up to 50 kHz (now <10 kHz) 
Ø  Experiments upgrades (LS2 and LS3) 

u  Runs 3+4: 
Ø  Experiments request for Pb-Pb: >10/nb (ALICE: 10/nb at 0.5T + 3/nb at 0.2T) 

Ø  In line with latest projections by the machine group (Chamonix 2016) 
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“HL-HI-LHC” 



u  Jets: characterization of energy loss mechanism both as a testing ground for 
the multi-particle aspects of QCD and as a probe of the medium density  
Ø  Differential studies of jets, b-jets, di-jets, γ/Z-jet at very high pT (focus of ATLAS and CMS) 
Ø  Flavour-dependent in-medium fragmentation functions (focus of ALICE) 
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HL-LHC Programme (AA)(not exhaustive!)



u  Jets: characterization of energy loss mechanism both as a testing ground for 
the multi-particle aspects of QCD and as a probe of the medium density  
Ø  Differential studies of jets, b-jets, di-jets, γ/Z-jet at very high pT (focus of ATLAS and CMS) 
Ø  Flavour-dependent in-medium fragmentation functions (focus of ALICE) 

u  Heavy flavour: characterization of mass dependence of energy loss, HQ in-
medium thermalization and hadronization, as a probe of the medium 
transport properties
Ø  Production and elliptic flow of several HF hadron species from 0 to high pT (ALL EXPs) 
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HL-LHC Programme (AA)(not exhaustive!)
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u  Jets: characterization of energy loss mechanism both as a testing ground for 
the multi-particle aspects of QCD and as a probe of the medium density  
Ø  Differential studies of jets, b-jets, di-jets, γ/Z-jet at very high pT (focus of ATLAS and CMS) 
Ø  Flavour-dependent in-medium fragmentation functions (focus of ALICE) 

u  Heavy flavour: characterization of mass dependence of energy loss, HQ in-
medium thermalization and hadronization, as a probe of the medium 
transport properties
Ø  Production and elliptic flow of several HF hadron species from 0 to high pT (ALL EXPs) 

u  Quarkonium: precision study of quarkonium dissociation pattern and 
regeneration, as probes of deconfinement and of the medium temperature
Ø  Low-pT charmonia and elliptic flow (focus of ALICE, LHCb) 
Ø  Multi-differential studies of Υ states (focus of ATLAS and CMS) 
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HL-LHC Programme (AA)(not exhaustive!)



u  Jets: characterization of energy loss mechanism both as a testing ground for 
the multi-particle aspects of QCD and as a probe of the medium density  
Ø  Differential studies of jets, b-jets, di-jets, γ/Z-jet at very high pT (focus of ATLAS and CMS) 
Ø  Flavour-dependent in-medium fragmentation functions (focus of ALICE) 

u  Heavy flavour: characterization of mass dependence of energy loss, HQ in-
medium thermalization and hadronization, as a probe of the medium 
transport properties
Ø  Production and elliptic flow of several HF hadron species from 0 to high pT (ALL EXPs) 

u  Quarkonium: precision study of quarkonium dissociation pattern and 
regeneration, as probes of deconfinement and of the medium temperature
Ø  Low-pT charmonia and elliptic flow (focus of ALICE, LHCb) 
Ø  Multi-differential studies of Υ states (focus of ATLAS and CMS) 

u  Low-mass di-leptons: thermal radiation γ (à l+l-) to map temperature 
during system evolution; modification of ρ meson spectral function as a 
probe of the chiral symmetry restoration 
Ø  (Very) low-pT and low-mass di-electrons and di-muons (ALICE) 
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HL-LHC Programme (AA)(not exhaustive!)



Programme besides Pb-Pb:�
pp reference, pA, lighter nuclei?

u  pp reference at 5.5 TeV required 
Ø ALICE (for HF and charmonia needs): ~10/pb   (see CERN-LHCC-2012-012) 
Ø  LHCb: same requirement as ALICE 
Ø ATLAS / CMS: match Pb-Pb yields for high-pT process, ~300/pb 

u  p-Pb at high luminosity has two-fold interest: 
Ø Explore partonic structure of high-energy nuclei à also needed as 

“control experiment” for the QGP studies 
Ø Study development of collective effects in high-particle-density 

collisions 

u  Lighter nuclei (e.g. 40Ar and/or 130Xe): a possibility to be 
considered for schedule after LS3? 
Ø Study system-size dependence and onset of QGP effects 
Ø  Larger luminosity compensates the reduced yields for hard processes 
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Outline

u  Timeline of future HI running 

u  HI physics programme beyond Run-2 

u  Besides Pb-Pb: pA, pp reference, light ions 

u  Experiment upgrades and strategies 

u  Selected performance studies 

u  Summary 
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Upgrades most relevant to HI
u  ALICE (LS2) 

Ø  New inner tracker: precision and efficiency at low pT 

Ø  New pixel muon tracker: precise tracking and vertexing for µ
Ø  New TPC readout chambers, upgraded readout for other detectors and new 

integrated Online-Offline: x100 faster readout (up to 50 kHz for Pb-Pb) 
u  ATLAS 

Ø  Additional pixel layer (LS1), then new tracker (LS3): tracking and b-tag 
Ø  Fast tracking trigger (LS2): high-multiplicity tracking  
Ø  Calorimeter and muon upgrades (LS2):  electron, γ, muon triggers 

u  CMS 
Ø  Upgrade of trigger and DAQ, L1 calorimeter trigger (LS1): enables L1 rejection 

at 95%, e.g. (after LS2) from 50 kHz to <3 kHz (HLT input) 
Ø  New pixel tracker (YETS16-17), then new tracker (LS3): tracking and b-tag 
Ø  Extension of forward muon system (LS2): muon acceptance 
Ø  Upgrade forward calorimeter (LS3): forward jets in HI 

u  LHCb (LS2) 
Ø  Upgrade includes new vertexing and tracking detectors (not focused on HI) 
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ALICE trigger/readout
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u  Main focus on “untriggerable” signals (extremely low S/B) 
à  Trigger approach: write all events at up to 50 kHz in Pb-Pb 

               ~1.1 TB/s                             ~90 GB/s (50 kHz) 
à  HL-LHC: increase of minimum-bias sample x100 wrt Run 2 

O2 facility 

ATLAS and CMS trigger/readout
u  Main focus on muon, jet, displaced track triggers 
à  Trigger/DAQ approach: strong data reduction  
                50 kHz               ~ few kHz                 ~ 100 Hz 
à  HL-LHC: increase of sample x10 wrt Run 2 

L1 HLT 



LHCb joins the programme
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u  Takes HI data since 2012 
u  Strong impact of LHCb unique features: 

forward and low-pT acceptance, vertexing, PID 
Ø  E.g. in p-Pb: cold nuclear matter effects on D 

mesons, prompt and non-prompt J/ψ, ϒ(1S) 

u  Pb-Pb: for current detector, the standard 
reconstruction works for the 50% less central 
collisions 

u  Interest in future HI runs, also after LS2 
u  Fixed target at √sNN~100 GeV with SMOG 
u  Upgrades (LS2) most relevant to HI: 

Ø  New trackers (pixel, scintillating fiber), increased 
granularity will enable tracking in more central 
events (under study with MC)  

Ø  Readout upgrade: up 40 MHz (pp)  
    à exploit full delivered HI rate 

JHEP07(2014)094  

D0 in Pb-Pb 



Outline

u  Timeline of future HI running 

u  HI physics programme beyond Run-2 

u  Besides Pb-Pb: pA, pp reference, light ions 

u  Experiment upgrades and strategies 

u  Selected performance studies 

u  Summary 
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u  Jets: characterization of energy loss mechanism both as a testing ground for 
the multi-particle aspects of QCD and as a probe of the medium density  
Ø  Differential studies of jets, b-jets, di-jets, γ/Z-jet at very high pT (focus of ATLAS and CMS) 
Ø  Flavour-dependent in-medium fragmentation functions (focus of ALICE) 

u  Heavy flavour: characterization of mass dependence of energy loss, HQ in-
medium thermalization and hadronization, as a probe of the medium 
transport properties
Ø  Production and elliptic flow of several HF hadron species from 0 to high pT (ALL EXPs) 

u  Quarkonium: precision study of quarkonium dissociation pattern and 
regeneration, as probes of deconfinement and of the medium temperature
Ø  Low-pT charmonia and elliptic flow (focus of ALICE, LHCb) 
Ø  Multi-differential studies of Υ states (focus of ATLAS and CMS) 

u  Low-mass di-leptons: thermal radiation γ (à e+e-) to map temperature 
during system evolution; modification of ρ meson spectral function as a 
probe of the chiral symmetry restoration 
Ø  (Very) low-pT and low-mass di-electrons and di-muons (ALICE) 
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HL-LHC Programme (AA)(not exhaustive!)



Jet quenching: where are we ?
u  Main lessons from LHC data on jets: 

Ø  Hadron and jet RAA (AA/pp) “suppressed” out to pT ~ few 100 GeV/c  
Ø  First direct observation of energy loss via di-jet momentum balance  
Ø  “Lost energy” goes to low pT particles at large angles (“out of cone”)  
Ø  Moderate modification of fragmentation functions and jet shapes  
Ø  Can tag parton energy and flavour: γ/Ζ-jet balance, b-jet tagging 

u  Lively theoretical development, first studies to extract QGP properties 
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ATLAS, PRL105 (2010) 252303, CMS, PLB712(2012) 176 JET Coll., PRC90(2014)014909 

Di-jet imbalance Transport coeff.  q̂ ~σ ⋅ρ



Jet quenching: (some) future directions
u  Increased luminosity and detector upgrades enable: 

Ø  Increased precision 
Ø  More  exclusive and theoretically well-defined final states 

u  High precision γ-jet, Z-jet, di-jet correlations, also with b-jets (quark tag) 
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HL-LHC (10/nb) 

CMS, PAS-FTR-13-025 

Run-2 2015 (0.4/nb) 

CMS, PAS-HI-16-005 

xJ = pT,2 / pT,1 

E.g.: b-tagged di-jets à select quark-quark state and compare with g-g 



Jet quenching: (some) future directions
u  Increased luminosity and detector upgrades enable: 

Ø  Increased precision 
Ø  More  exclusive and theoretically well-defined final states 

u  High precision γ-jet, Z-jet, di-jet correlations, also with b-jets (quark tag) 
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CMS, PAS-FTR-13-025 

E.g.: Z-jet à “select” initial jet energy 

3/nb 
1.5/nb 
150/µb 

ATLAS MC 

CMS-PAS-HIN-15-013 

HL-LHC (10/nb) 

Run-2 2015 (0.4/nb) 



Jet quenching: (some) future directions
u  Increased luminosity and detector upgrades enable: 

Ø  Increased precision 
Ø  More  exclusive and theoretically well-defined final states 

u  Jet fragmentation functions (FF) for identified light and heavy fl. hadrons 
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E.g.: D-in-jet FF à select quark jet and study flavour-depence of FF 
modification  

ALICE, CERN-LHCC-2013-024 



u  Jets: characterization of energy loss mechanism both as a testing ground for 
the multi-particle aspects of QCD and as a probe of the medium density  
Ø  Differential studies of jets, b-jets, di-jets, γ/Z-jet at very high pT (focus of ATLAS and CMS) 
Ø  Flavour-dependent in-medium fragmentation functions (focus of ALICE) 

u  Heavy flavour: characterization of mass dependence of energy loss, HQ in-
medium thermalization and hadronization, as a probe of the medium 
transport properties
Ø  Production and elliptic flow of several HF hadron species from 0 to high pT (ALL EXPs) 

u  Quarkonium: precision study of quarkonium dissociation pattern and 
regeneration, as probes of deconfinement and of the medium temperature
Ø  Low-pT charmonia and elliptic flow (focus of ALICE, LHCb) 
Ø  Multi-differential studies of Υ states (focus of ATLAS and CMS) 

u  Low-mass di-leptons: thermal radiation γ (à e+e-) to map temperature 
during system evolution; modification of ρ meson spectral function as a 
probe of the chiral symmetry restoration 
Ø  (Very) low-pT and low-mass di-electrons and di-muons (ALICE) 
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HL-LHC Programme (AA)(not exhaustive!)



Heavy flavour: where are we ?
u  First indication of mass 

dependence of energy loss: 
    RAA

B (CMS) > RAA
D (ALICE) 
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à Large uncertainties for D pT à 0 and no measurement for B pT à 0 

23

ALICE, JHEP 1511(2015)205 
CMS, PAS-HIN-12-014 

CMS-PAS-HIN-16-001 
CMS-PAS-HIN-15-015  

u  Suppression of D mesons measured 
up to 100 GeV/c, similar to charged 
hadrons above 5 GeV/c 

  

Same conclusion with final CMS data (HP2016) 
and preliminary ATLAS data on J/ψ  



Heavy flavour: where are we ?
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à Need it also for beauty, 
which can be calculated more 
accurately in lattice QCD 
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u  D mesons have elliptic flow v2>0 
u  QGP expansion transmitted to charm 

quarks via multiple scatterings (diffusion 
mechanism)  

u  Model calculations extract c-quark 
diffusion coefficient in the QGP: can be 
compared with first-principle QCD 
calculations on the lattice 

He et al, PRL110 (2013)112301 

CMS-PAS-HIN-2016-007 



Heavy flavour RAA after LS2
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Upgrade: Charm and beauty RAA down 
to pT~0 using D0 and B-decay J/ψ       

ALICE, CERN-LHCC-2013-024 

mass effect 

Present data at pT~10 GeV/c 
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ALICE, JHEP 1511(2015)205 
CMS, PAS-HIN-12-014 



Heavy flavour v2 after LS2
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ALICE, CERN-LHCC-2013-024 

Present data on charm v2 

Input values from BAMPS model: 
C. Greiner et al. arXiv:1205.4945 

   Lint = 10 nb-1              

mass effect 

Upgrade: Charm and beauty v2 down 
to pT~0 using prompt and B-decay D0 

CMS-PAS-HIN-2016-007 



In-medium heavy-flavour hadronization?
u  From LHC Run 1 data, some hints that charm could recombine 

in the medium (J/ψ regeneration, D meson flow, Ds…) 
à  Precise measurements of HF mesons (non-strange and 

strange) and baryons 
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Greco et al. PRD90 (2014) 

Example: charm 
recombination  
à enhancement of Λc/D 
(also Ds/D0,+ and Λb/B)  



HF “hadrochemistry” after LS2
u  ALICE inner tracker upgrade and x100 min.bias Pb-Pb sample 

Ø Λc  and Ds (cτ=60 and 150 µm) will be measured with good precision for 
pT>2 GeV/c 

Ø Λb (cτ=450 µm) accessible for pT>7 GeV/c 
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Λc/D “enhancement” D0 and Ds RAA      Λb significance 

ALICE, CERN-LHCC-2013-024 



u  Jets: characterization of energy loss mechanism both as a testing ground for 
the multi-particle aspects of QCD and as a probe of the medium density  
Ø  Differential studies of jets, b-jets, di-jets, γ/Z-jet at very high pT (focus of ATLAS and CMS) 
Ø  Flavour-dependent in-medium fragmentation functions (focus of ALICE) 

u  Heavy flavour: characterization of mass dependence of energy loss, HQ in-
medium thermalization and hadronization, as a probe of the medium 
transport properties
Ø  Production and elliptic flow of several HF hadron species from 0 to high pT (ALL EXPs) 

u  Quarkonium: precision study of quarkonium dissociation pattern and 
regeneration, as probes of deconfinement and of the medium temperature
Ø  Low-pT charmonia and elliptic flow (focus of ALICE, LHCb) 
Ø  Multi-differential studies of Υ states (focus of ATLAS and CMS) 

u  Low-mass di-leptons: thermal radiation γ (à l+l-) to map temperature 
during system evolution; modification of ρ meson spectral function as a 
probe of the chiral symmetry restoration 
Ø  (Very) low-pT and low-mass di-electrons and di-muons (ALICE) 
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HL-LHC Programme (AA)(not exhaustive!)



QGP temperature: where are we ?
u  Temperature from QGP radiation 

Ø  Additional handle on temperature from quarkonium melting (not discussed today) 

u  First measurement at LHC from soft exponential component 
of photon pT spectrum: T ≈ 300 MeV	
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An effective temperature, 
averaged over system 
evolution (and cooling) 

ALICE, PLB754 (2016) 235  



Temperature evolution:�
low-mass di-leptons

u  Measurement of low-mass di-leptons allows mapping the 
temperature during the system evolution 
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Di-leptons from real and virtual 
photons γàe+e- 
 

Complex measurement: need to 
disentangle all di-lepton sources 



Temperature evolution:�
low-mass di-leptons

u  Measurement of low-mass di-leptons allows mapping the 
temperature during the system evolution 
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Di-leptons from real and virtual 
photons γàe+e- 
 

High masses à high T, early stage 
Intermediate masses 
Low masses à low T, late stage 



Run 2 (MC) HL-LHC 

Low-mass di-leptons after LS2
u  ALICE: lighter tracker + dedicated run at low B (0.2 T) 
   à electron acceptance down to pT = 50 MeV/c 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
             Precision of ~10% on the inverse slope àT 
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Di-electron mass spectrum after bkg subtraction: 

ALICE, CERN-LHCC-2013-024 

Lint=3/nb 

Needs minimum-bias trigger (low S/B) 
à HL-LHC = 100x Run2 stat. 

Run 1 



Summary
u  “HL-HI-LHC” (Runs 3+4): fully exploit the potential of the 

machine as a high-luminosity HI collider 
u  Rich physics programme prepared by the experiments 

Ø Upgraded detectors, very large statistics, diverse trigger approaches, 
complementary strengths of the experiments 

u  Goals:  
Ø Pb-Pb >10/nb à x10 wrt Run 2, x100 for minimum bias (ALICE) 
Ø  pp reference at Pb-Pb energy; p-Pb; possibly lighter ions 

u  Next step in the preparation: a workshop in 2017, organized 
by LPCC (also on request of the LHCC), to review in more 
detail the programme and its implications from the 
accelerator perspective 
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EXTRA SLIDES
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Available Documents
u  ALICE Upgrade LOI: CERN-LHCC-2012-012 

Ø Addendum (Muon Forward Tracker): CERN-LHCC-2013-014 

u  ALICE inner tracker upgrade TDR: CERN-LHCC-2013-024 
u  ALICE muon tracker upgrade TDR: CERN-LHCC-2015-001 
u  CMS HI HL-LHC projections: CMS-PAS-FTR-13-025 
u  Presentations at the Heavy Ion Town Meeting (June 2012): 

Ø  http://indico.cern.ch/event/HItownmeeting 

u  Inputs by ALICE, ATLAS, CMS to the ESPG meeting 
Cracow (Sep 2012) 
Ø  http://indico.cern.ch/confId=182232 
Ø HI community presentation (H. Appelshaeueser)

http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?
contribId=16&sessionId=2&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=1822
32 
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Azimuthal anisotropy: collective flow

u  v2 at low pT provides a measure of the strength of collectivity (mean free 
path of outgoing partons) 

u  System geometry asymmetric in non-
central collisions 

u  Expansion under azimuth-dep. 
pressure gradient results in azimuth-
dep. momentum distributions 

u  Measured by the elliptic flow 
parameter v2(pT)  
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higher harmonics (v3, v4, …)~ 
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Azimuthal anisotropy at the LHC

u  Particle-species and pT 
dependence follow expectations 
from hydrodynamic models 
Ø  in which v2 is built at partonic level from 

collective expansion 
Ø  proton v2 still not fully described   

u  v2 decreases at large pT 
Ø  Hydrodynamic expansion not effective 

u  But remains >0 up to 50 GeV/c 
Ø  Path length dependent energy loss 

CMS, PRL 109 (2012) 022301 
ATLAS, PLB 707 (2012) 330  
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Medium opacity to energetic partons:�
parton energy loss and jet quenching

Parton Energy Loss by  
§  medium-induced gluon radiation 
§  collisions with medium gluons 

 
p ' = p−ΔE(εmedium )

‘QGP medium’  

RAA (pT ) =
1
Ncoll

dNAA / dpT
dNpp / dpT

CMS, EPJ C72 (2012) 1945  

dNAA / dpT Ncoll dNpp / dpT< 
< 1 

p
p’

Nuclear modification factor: 
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Medium opacity to energetic partons:�
parton energy loss and jet quenching

Parton Energy Loss by  
§  medium-induced gluon radiation 
§  collisions with medium gluons 

 
p ' = p−ΔE(εmedium )

‘QGP medium’  

RAA (pT ) =
1
Ncoll

dNAA / dpT
dNpp / dpT

CMS, EPJ C72 (2012) 1945  

dNAA / dpT Ncoll dNpp / dpT< 
< 1 

p
p’

Nuclear modification factor: 

(p-Pb data crucial to measure 
effect of nuclear initial state)  
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In-medium heavy-flavour hadronization?
u  From LHC Run 1 data, some hints that charm could recombine 

in the medium: 
Ø  J/ψ RAA (and v2) at low pT 

Ø D v2 (LHC) and D RAA (RHIC) better described with recombination? 
Ø Ds RAA (central value) larger than D RAA? 
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ALICE, PRC90 (2014) 034904 ALICE, PLB734 (2014) 314 



In-medium heavy-flavour hadronization?
u  From LHC Run 1 data, some hints that charm could recombine 

in the medium 
à  Precise measurements of HF mesons (non-strange and 

strange) and baryons 
à  Precise measurements of their v2 (+ that of J/ψ, discussed later) 
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Ko et al. PRC79 (2008) 

√s=200 GeV 

Rapp et al., based on 
PRL110 (2013) 

Λc/D
Λc/D and Λb/BΛc/D

Greco et al. PRD90 (2014) 



Quarkonium suppression
u  Quarkonium sequential dissociation: 

direct probe of deconfinement and of 
the medium temperature 

u  First hint of sequential pattern 
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Color Screening

cc

CMS, arXiv:1208.2826 and PRL 109 (2012) 222301  

ϒ(1s) ϒ(2s) ϒ(3s)
270k 40k 7k 

CMS, PAS-FTR-13-025 

High statistics à precise multi-
differential measurements 
E.g. (CMS, 10/nb): 
 



Low-pT charmonium: performance
u  Low-pT J/ψ at the LHC is less 

suppressed than at RHIC 
Ø  Despite the x2-3 higher density 

u  ψ regeneration from uncorrelated c 
and c in a deconfined medium? 

u  Understand the underlying 
mechanism that binds deconfined 
heavy quark pairs 

u  Add information! E.g. low-pT ψ’/ψ 
discriminates between models  
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ALICE 
CMS 

PHENIX Braun-Muzinger and Stachel, PLB490(2000) 196 
Thews et al, PRC63 (2001) 054905 

ψ’/ψ

ALICE, CERN-LHCC-2013-014 

High statistics à explore this 
“new” probe of deconfinement  
 
                                
 

pT>0 

Lint=10/nb 

ALICE Upgrade 



Low-pT charmonium: Run 1 vs. Upgrade
u  Is J/ψ v2 consistent with that of D mesons in a regeneration scenario? 
u  J/ψ v2 with expected precision better than 0.005 (x10 better than in 

Run-1), also for prompt J/ψ (more direct comparison with models) 
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ALICE, PRL111 (2013) 162301 

J/ψ

CERN-LHCC-2012-012 

Run 1 

Run 2 
Upgrade 

Run 1: hint of v2>0 Upgrade: x10 better precision 

Run 1 



Low-pT charmonium: Run 1 vs. Upgrade
u  Low-pT ψ’/ψ could allow to discriminate between models of 

recombination (transport vs. statistical) 
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RAA(ψ’)/RAA(ψ)

ALICE, CERN-LHCC-2013-014 

pT>0 

Lint=10/nb 

ALICE Upgrade 

ALICE, arXiv:1506.08804 

Run 1: limited precision, no central coll. Upgrade: pT>0, precision <10% 



Study for a forward calorimeter in ALICE
u  FoCal: R&D for a high-granularity 

calorimeter at η~3-5  with focus on 
saturation physics studies 
Ø  Possible installation during LS3 

u  Benchmark measurement: direct 
photons η~4-5 in p-Pb (x~10-5) 
Ø  Sensitive to Shadowing vs. Saturation 
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